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IMPACT OF A 10% INCREASE 
IN PARKING CHARGES

Seattle: ⬇ 2.7% Portland: ⬇ 2.7% Aspen: ⬇ 2.9% 

Typical range: 1-3%
Sources: Ottosson, Lin & Chen 2012; MTC n.d., Clonts 2016, VTPI 2017 



IMPACT OF A 10% INCREASE 
IN PARKING CHARGES

Santa Cruz: ???

Photo: Downtown Association



PARKING PRICE RESEARCH

• Elasticities “generally range from -0.1 to -0.6,  
with -0.3 being the most frequently cited value”  
(Transportation Research Board Study, 2005) 

• Elasticities range from −0.18 to -0.63 
(Lehner & Peer 2019, meta-analysis of 50 studies)

• What makes parking demand more responsive to price?
• Better substitutes (e.g. transit, JUMP bikes)
• Enforcing state “cash out law”
• Removing deep discounts for  

monthly permits
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Monthly $45
Daily $176

Discount 74%

Downtown Santa Cruz 
parking prices

Assumes 22 weekdays / month



Photos: SFMTA, streetsblog.org

THE SFPARK EXPERIMENT

• Target: bring on-street 
parking occupancy into 
60-80% target range

• Wider goals
• Reduced cruising -> air 

pollution and congestion
• Support vitality of 

neighborhood businesses

http://streetsblog.org


KEY ELEMENTS

• Rates adjusted every 2 months  
by block and timeband
• <30% occupancy: ↓ 50¢

• <60% occupancy: ↓ 25¢

• >=80% occupancy: ↑ 25¢ 
• Other components: smart 

meters, real-time 
information, more payment  
options, garage pricing



IMPACTS SMALL TO START 
WITH, GROW AFTER 2 YEARS...

Success, however, did not happen overnight. On average, each individual rate
adjustment brought a block 0.1–0.2 percentage points closer to the 60–80 percent target
range (Figure 2). It took nearly two years for these small changes to grow into a larger and
statistically significant cumulative effect, with an average difference of 1–2 percentage points
after ten rate adjustments. For example, a typical block with 84 percent occupancy fell to
82–83 percent occupancy over two years, while a block with 50 percent occupancy rose to
51–52 percent.

That SFpark took time to influence behavior should come as no surprise. Almost all
rate adjustments were just 25 cents, up or down. Drivers are presumably reluctant to forgo
the first available space in the hope of saving a quarter and finding a space on a neighboring
block. Only when rate differentials between neighboring blocks grew larger over time did
the incentive to seek out cheaper parking increase substantially. Moreover, it is unclear how
many motorists were aware of the differential rates and the opportunity to save money by
choosing a space on a more distant block. Some hold disabled placards and can park for
free at meters by state law. According to City of San Francisco surveys, about 20 percent of
metered spaces are occupied by disabled placard holders.

SFpark effects on cruising were smaller—but still encouraging—compared to its effects
on occupancy. In pre-SFpark baseline simulations, the average motorist could find parking
within just 0.13 blocks—equivalent to about 50 feet, or just a few seconds. (This does not
include the distance driven partway along the block where the driver ultimately finds a
space.) Our simulations suggest that each rate adjustment reduced the average search for
parking in the SFpark pilot by about a hundredth of a block (roughly four feet) compared
to the control areas. The cumulative impact after the tenth rate change was between 0.07 and
0.17 blocks (roughly 30 to 70 feet).

This reduction in cruising seems small but is more than 50 percent less than our base-
line. In other words, SFpark produced a small absolute but large relative reduction in cruising.
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Estimated impact

F IGURE 2  

Impacts of Rate Changes
on Occupancy over Time

95% CONFIDENCE
INTERVAL*

Sample: 311 blocks with sensor data; metered hours.  *Combined confidence interval for three alternative models.

Millard-Ball, Weinberger & Hampshire 2016
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MARGINAL COST OF A SPACE

Capital cost ~$35 million

Example: Planned library garage
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MARGINAL COST OF A SPACE

Capital cost ~$35 million
Number of spaces 640
Number of NEW spaces 514
Capital cost per space ~$68,000
… per year (30 years @ 4%) ~$3,900
… per day (255 per year) ~$15
Operating costs (@ 25%) $3
Total costs per weekday ~$18
Permit price (after 5-yr rate increase) $3.40
Daily subsidy $14.60

Example: Planned library garage



FUNDING SOURCES

• Meter revenue and other 
funds would subsidize permits 
holders in any new garage

• Other uses for this revenue:
• TDM (cheaper to pay  

people not to drive)
• Affordable housing
• …any other budget priority

• Principle: subsidize what  
you want more of

Four approaches Less parking, cheaper housing
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FUNDING SOURCES

• Meter revenue and other 
funds would subsidize permits 
holders in any new garage

• Other uses for this revenue:
• TDM (cheaper to pay  

people not to drive)
• Affordable housing
• …any other budget priority

• Principle: subsidize what  
you want more of

Require on-site parking

Require parking but 
subsidize it off-site

Don’t require parking, 
subsidize the housing

Cap the parking, 
subsidize the housing

Four approaches Less parking, cheaper housing



No car One car Two+ cars

Santa Cruz City 8.4% 35.5% 56.1%

Renters 13.6% 41.6% 44.8%

Owners 1.7% 27.8% 70.5%

Source: American Community Survey 2016

MANY RESIDENTS DON’T 
OWN A CAR



 
Figure  2c 

Available  2015. There are 23,717 homes  analyzed  in  the data below.

 
Figure  Ic 

 

Maps: Alex Garber  
and Rylee Hawkins

Source: American Community Survey



MUCH PARKING 
GOES TO 
WASTE

    
Figure 6b 
On average,  there were about 63 (42.5%)  spots  available  on each  surveyed  night in  October.  
 
Findings 
These numbers  demonstrate  an  oversupply  of  parking  translating  into  hundreds  of  spaces  left 
unoccupied  overnight.  The findings  at each  apartment  complex  consistently  proved  that there 
was a nearly  40%  excess  in  parking  spaces  available.  Each  of  these complexes  bundles  parking 
into  their  rent prices  regardless  of  the tenants’  need  for  a space.  This  drives  up rental prices  and 
allocates  land  to  parking  that could  be apportioned  to  further  housing development.  Beyond 
affecting  housing supply in  a county  that is  already  facing  a shortage,  the opportunity  cost 
missed  by designating  this  land  to  parking  spots  is  significant.  
 
 
Census Data 

The following  set of  maps  (Figure 1c-12c)  show  census  data on car  ownership.  The data 
was collected  using American  FactFinder,  and  the data set used  was Tenure by Vehicles 

Source: Rylee Hawkins and Alex Garber

   
Figure 4b 
This  demonstrates  available  and  occupied  spots  in  Pacific Shore’s  lot on four  given  nights  in  the 
month  of  October.  There was an  average of  107 (35.7%)  available  spots  given  the data we 
collected.  Pacific Shores  does  not meet Santa Cruz’s  parking  requirements  and  still oversupplies 
parking  to  its  residents  by an  average 35.7%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
Figure 2b 
This  figure demonstrates  the amount of  spots  left available  on four  given  nights  during  the month 
of  October.  There was an  average of  123 (39.1%)  parking  spots  left available  each  night.  
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UBER/LYFT TODAY, AUTONOMOUS SOON?



POTENTIAL DATA NEEDS

• Overnight parking occupancy
• One-year impact of price 

increases
• Development pro formas 

with different levels of 
parking and inclusionary 
housing

• UCSC students can help!
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Thank you!

Adam Millard-Ball

Environmental Studies 
University of California, 
Santa Cruz

adammb@ucsc.edu  
people.ucsc.edu/~adammb/


